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Education & Sustainable Development:

two sides of the same coin
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- Pedagogy:
  - Boring classes
  - Fun activities: story telling, aerobic dance

- Tools:
  - Peers & community participation
  - Media – radio & tv, tutor VCD

- Contents:
  - Indigenous knowledge,
  - Real life experiments – earthworm, garden
  - Community services
Process of Education with joyful learning
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Suggested entry points

- Listen to & include the young people more;
- Improve the pedagogy;
- Four pillars as cross-cutting issues in all subjects;
- Document and link best practices;
- Creative use of media and digital tech;
Let’s plant the seeds of good leadership and quality education among our new generation and nurture them to grow up and yield the fruits of good governance!
Let’s go beyond the first two steps of this process!
Thank you
Are we milking our mother earth sustainably?